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Bulletin is an over-modest title imposed by the standardised 
nomenclature of the publishing authority. It is quite impossible for 
any reader even to riffle the pages of this book without beginning a t  
once to make a mental comparison with G. M. Thomson's "Naturalis- 
ation of Plants and Animals in New Zealand" published in 1922 by 
the C.U.P. It will be equally impossible for the reviewer to conceal 
the fact that he has a great admiration for both works : and he lies 
therefore open to a charge of partiality as a reviewer. It will there- 
fore be well to admit this a t  once and to anticipate the charge by 
acknowledging his indebtedness to both works and to both authors in 
person, for he must be one of the few who can claim that he had that 
privilege and that their dual influence has spanned exactly the half- 
century. In  the first year of the century, classroom acquaintance 
with Thomson's youngest son gave him freedom of entry to the 
Thomson pigeon-lofts and garden : and that friendship continued 
uninterruptedly until it was ended, as were so many others, in the 
holocaust of 1918 in Flanders. The father's grave, wise and unob- 
trusive assistance, which never even in pigeon-loft and tree-climbing 
days paraded as advice, continued almost to his death a t  an advanced 
age. G. M. Thomson taught by silent example rather than by 
precept ; his creed was the creed of patient observational science ; 
his character and his practice revealed all that was best in the mores 
maiorum. The reviewer, coming under its benign influence for almost 
a third of a century could not and cannot help regarding the 1922 
volume on naturalisation of plants and animals as a classic, if not as 
an oracle. Looking backwards, one can say with some safety, that 
complete belief in its oracular nature was prevented only through 
principles unconsciously imbibed from the author himself, who 
believed, if even man so believed, that human knowledge was finite 
and that truth was infinite and must be pursued, unwaveringly and 
a t  all costs. It is therefore no repudiation of a Gamaliel of boyhood 
if the reviewer claims that he thinks that Wodzicki's volume under 
review supersedes Thomson's earlier volume in the matter of the 
place and the influence of introduced mammals in this country. 
Supersession between works of this standard does not mean, nor 
even does i t  imply, the eclipse of the earlier work. It means that a 
classic of one era, of one mode of thought, of one method of analysis, 
has found a worthy successor which has brought knowledge and 
experience up to a new date ; and that both will in the future stand 
side by side as authentic witnesses to the stage a t  which observation 



and experience of the subject under discussion had arrived during the 
mature years of the respective authors. If the present volume of 
Wodzicki's is measured by this standard, and if Thomson's 1922 
work is accepted as a local natural history classic, the new work does 
not fail to pass the test ; and this is no faint praise. Methods em- 
ployed by the two authors are different, as they should be when one 
considers the advances in scientific method during the years inter- 
vening between the two works. It would be small credit to Wod- 
zicki's work if they were not. Thomson was born 102 years ago. He 
arrived in New Zealand 82 years ago, just when the impact of Frank 
Buckland's vigorous natural history activities were making themselves 
felt there. It is not to be wondered a t  that his natural history was 
a blend of Bucklandism in practice and Darwinism in theory. It is 
perhaps unorthodox, and may by some be deemed paradoxical, to 
write of a Buckland-Darwin school of natural historians and thought ; 
but if the focus is adjusted both for time and for place, to claim a 
Buckland-Darwin era for New Zealand natural history is not incorrect. 
Thomson was by common consent and by reason of longevity long the 
doyen of that school. 

Wodzicki arrived in New Zealand amid and as the result of the 
world tumult of the last decade. He saw its impact on affairs a t  
close quarters. He found here the remote refuge of a century of 
ecological experiment, in which the reality was unbelievably different 
from the faint reports of i t  that had reached the schools of Europe. 
He introduced to its study the Eltonian method and philosophy 
which were in Britain, and particularly a t  Oxford, slowly making 
headway in the study of animal populations. It is a method that is 
laborious and painstaking ; unspectacular in these days of breath- 
taking physical science results ; quiet, objective, unemotional as 
Darwin's observations on earthworms. It assembles and, after 
sufficiently laborious assembly, attempts to evaluate all the factors 
that cause the upgrowth or the downgrowth of animal populations, 
or that maintain the balance, if balance there be. Elton was indeed 
revolutionary enough in his classic work of 1930 to write that "the 
balance of nature does not exist and perhaps never has existed." 
His methods and his philosophy take full cognisance of man and his 
activities as a factor affecting variations in animal populations- 
perhaps one might say, as a congeries of factors that often reciprocally 
cancel one another. No local scientist could have undertaken the 
task of applying such a philosophy to the now commonplace intro- 
duced mammals of New Zealand. He would have had to be a genius 
indeed to avoid a t  least a partially subjective and emotional outlook ; 
mere taking of pains could not have attained the purpose or engend- 
ered the point of view. Familiarity has bred contempt in the minds 
of those who have killed rabbits from childhood as most people 
elsewhere have killed rats and mice ; there is to them nothing new to 
be learned about the rabbit except new ways of killing it effectively. 



The same attitude of mind is becoming ingrained nationally in respect 
of deer and opossum ; with, in the case of deer a t  least, an equally 
emotional though ever-decreasing minority which insists on partial 
protection and efforts a t  strain improvement in the interest of national 
sport, tourist attraction and dollar-earning. So for most other feral 
animals, the New Zealander born, or even the New Zealander long 
naturalised (in the cultural sense), cannot approach their study 
dispassionately and objectively. Even the scientist if he is of local 
birth tends to begin with a prejudice against them as competitors 
for food that should provide for domestic stock ; as predators on the 
native vegetation, particularly that of forests or of alpine fellfields ; 
as destroyers of native birds ; or as players of a dozen other roles, 
real or alleged, to upset the one-time "balance of nature." Only a 
newcomer, already trained under a stern discipline of academic 
objectivity could hope to avoid engulfment in one or other of the 
sloughs of local prejudice : and even a newcomer, beguiled by the 
wonder of new plants and new and rare birds, must have had to 
exert great mental will-power and to call repeatedly on his reserves 
of inculcated scientific ethics to maintain the detachment of which 
the book furnishes plain evidence throughout. To many readers, 
indeed, this very detachment, this refusal to take sides will appear 
the great demerit of the book. For i t  does not even set out or attempt 
to prove what has been termed above the Eltonian philoso~hv. 
~ o $ e s t l ~ ,  it gathers evidence from a multitude of souices onL the 
Eltonian method and records i t  for the benefit of future workers ; 
that gathered evidence i t  records faithfully, analysing and tabulating 
it geographically and historically. The tabulations and the analyses 
are synthesized then where possible into graphs and maps. Author- 
ities and sources are meticulously and scrupulously noted for each 
fact, and a generalised bibliography covering six pages is provided 
as well. The general observations and conclusions cover three pages 
only ; and must be disappointing to any reader who expects even 
faintly partisan findings. The absence of even a trace of partisanship 
is the great merit of the book and will enhance a hundredfold its 
scientific credibility both now and in the future, overseas as well as 
here. It is a repository of recorded facts, skilfully, honestly and yet 
attractively assembled from sources that cover the whole range of the 
affected public, scientific, commercial, administrative, agricultural, 
silvicultural, aesthetic, or anything else. It is scientific record brought 
to the people for the benefit of the people without didacticism or 
pedantry ; and i t  is this simplicity of faithful record of contemporary 
phases of animal acclimatisation which makes it a worthy successor 
and companion work to Thomson's great work of 1922. It is in the 
method of source consultations on a scale that was undreamt of in 
Thomson's day, and of tabular and graphic analysis of the information 
secured that i t  is new, and that i t  points the way to the newer methods. 
Thirty years ago too, the idea that the animal (or for that matter 
the plant) population possessed characteristics quite different from 



the sum of the characteristics of component individual members was 
scarcely born even in centres of learning of the old worlds. Cockayne 
may be said to have adumbrated it for New Zealand plants, though 
from memory the reviewer cannot recall that he stated i t  clearly as 
a principle. Hobbs two years ago applied it to his studies of krout. 
Wodzicki has now made a pioneer attempt to apply it to the study and 
the analysis of the local populations of introduced mammals, some of 
which are having an ever-increasing effect upon New Zealand's rural 
economy, and even perhaps though to a lesser extent on urban 
economy (e.g. rats and mice). He has produced what will be a 
standard reference book ; an indicator of fruitful lines of defined 
instead of discursive or desultory natural history research ; and an 
example of the modern and newest system of presentation of assembled 
facts. 

This is not to say that there is not the occasional error in the 
assembled facts-error of observation or observer's error of deduction 
from observation. Such are inevitable in almost any work of exten- 
sive observational natural history. "I have never seen i t  fail yet," 
wrote a distinguished American foredter lately in a letter to the 
reviewer, "that a forester writing of another country will get some of 
his facts wrong." It is always easy for a carping reviewer of natural 
histories to prove his careful scrutiny of a work by pointing out a 
few such errors, with Heepish pity or magnanimous condonation and 
apology. This reviewer does not propose to do so ; every reader will 
find intense satisfaction by discovering them for himself ; the author 
will, one is certain, experience even greater satisfaction if they are 
pointed out to him to enabIe him to amend them (with acknowledge- 
ment of the amending authority) in any succeeding editions or re- 
prints. The format and the production of the book are suitable and 
pleasant, a credit both to publishing department and to printer. 
The price for these days of high costs is reasonably-by comparison 
with some other book prices even absurdly-low. 

The style is easy, unpretentious and eminently readable, much 
more readable than might have been expected in a dry, factual record 
with matter that is largely statistical. The short final chapter does, 
to the reviewer's taste, suffer from over-subdivision into paragraphs. 
He suspects from long personal experience, that this fault is not the 
author's, but lies partly with local typing custom and partly with 
local departmental custom. It is a serious defect of many current 
official and scientific reports to over-paragraph their matter. The 
practice undoubtedly makes for ease of reference and quotation, but 
i t  makes for disjointed reading and undue interruption of a train of 
thought. The reviewer, having struggled long and vainly to combat 
the practice, is prepared to believe that the author not unnaturaIly 
allowed local custom to dictate to him in this matter, especially as 
he was expressing himself in a,  to him, foreign and but recently 
acquired tongue. The criticism expressed therefore, is not of the 



author, but rather of our own local customary misuse of our own 
vehicle of expression. The author's rapid mastery of this tongue 
with its complex idiom, to the stage when he can produce a flowing, 
easy, coherent and pleasantly-reading text-book marks him as no 
unworthy compatriot of the multilingual Joseph Conrad in this 
respect, without of course fulsomely comparing them on a literary 
basis. It does, however, indicate a painstaking care for and appreci- 
ation of literary expression that matches his care, pains and regard 
for his own special field of natural science. It was a leader of natural 
science who two hundred years ago enunciated the now accepted 
literary axiom that "the style is the man himselfm-an intrusion of 
natural science authority into the field of literary authority that has 
often been justified since, but the dictum has never been more con- 
vincingly proven than here and now. 

C.M.S. 

The Invasion of New Zealand by People, Plants and Animals.-By 
Andrew Hill Clark. Published by Rutgers University Press, 
New Brunswick, U.S.A. 1949. 465 pp. 81 figs. and plates. 
Local price 501-. 

This book written by an American geographer after two years 
residence in Christchurch cannot, wholeheartedly, be recommended 
as a worthwhile addition to foresters' libraries. 

The most obvious criticism to make is that it does not deal with 
New Zealand but only with the South Island, a fact but sketchily 
indicated in the sub-title. The material might be described as a 
re-distillation of generally well-known facts from the viewpoint of an 
American interested in all phases of land settlement. Inevitably in 
such a precis there creep in errors of fact and errors in emphasis, while 
the treatment of certain aspects of the subject is so tenuous as to be 
of little if any value. So comprehensive a subject could probably 
only be dealt with fully and authoritatively by a New Zealander, 
qualified as an historian, ecologist, agriculturalist and sociologist, 
after a lifetime study. The book might be described as exemplifying 
one of the fundamental shortcomings of geography as a reputed 
science per se. 

It is a readable, interesting account of the settlement of New 
Zealand-South Island, that is to say-with the facts related to the 
basic features of the environment, an account which would prove of 
considerable value to an overseas reader seeking but a superficial 
understanding of subject. But its failings are those of so many 
"geographical" texts. The approach is, by intention, a "scientific" 
approach, but geography is an omnibus subject and no geographer is 
omniscient. The best work by geographers, as scientists, is done 
when they cease to be geographers and become meteorologists, clima- 
tologists, geomorphologists, cartographers and what have you. The 


